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Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. We’re going to begin with our golden white light, working as strongly as possible with the
full Christed potential of consciousness and our little invocation if you will is:
“Christed light, gold and white,
fill my being, give me might.”

So you’re looking for pulling in a specific type of spiritual strength. And I want to bring up what I
am going to call gathering grounds. Meaning this weekend in particular very, very strong for
meeting like-minded spiritual beings either in person or on the inner planes.
So I would say think of your multi-dimensional support system for the spiritual path for the process
of personal growth, enlightenment, mastery, realization, whatever you want to call it, and think of
the gathering grounds as being everywhere, multi-dimensionally present.
Now I know in social media and different places you can kind of do that but this weekend in
particular is a good time to sort of dream yourself through the various worlds. It’s a very strong
shamanic influence, particularly so as the moon goes into Pisces, early Saturday morning, it would
be about 6:00 a.m. Pacific time, but I see it really kind of carrying over.
Then we have that 4-4, April 4, 4-4-2013, sort of bringing down some karmic changes. It’s a 14-5
day. It brings about necessary changes. So either it will be voluntarily change or an old way
changes, or a relationship changes, and that can be a relationship with anything, life itself, money,
partner, career, your family members, etc. So this is a kind of shake-down period.
I’m going to say for the weekend, best to have kind of a free schedule because we’re looking at a
lot of time travel. So if you are doing something that requires that you really stay in your body,
you want to say “Present here now”, “Grounded and centered” and things like “I choose safety at
all times for myself and all those around me” because you realize other people are also going to be
going to these spiritual gathering grounds at least in part of consciousness, if not the whole
consciousness, and it is will be a very ethereal weekend.
And of course, your gathering grounds exist where you can go into protected spaces and be in that
energy field that is comforting to you and I do suggest you do that on a nightly basis.
Alright Dear Ones. As always, thank you and my love to you.
Djwhal Khul
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She is also a gifted Health Empath and has trained thousands of mediums and psychics. One of her
specialties is instructing other natural sensitives how to turn on and off their abilities so they can
live well-balanced lives, without neglecting their own physical, emotional, mental and spiritual
requirements.
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